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Case #:8586060666 Recording Officer:____OJC____ Investigating Officer:______CM_______Date/Time: 8:58 a.m. 2/10/2020

Name of subject: Fermi, P.

Age: 33

Sex: M

Address: 106 Remington rd.

City, State, Zip: Ithaca, NY 14850

Weight Height Hair Eyes Blood type Marital Status Employer Occupation

175.6lb 5’10” BRN BLU O- S Ithaca Post Staff Writer

Psychological Evaluation Summary:

While no present diagnosable illness, subject has hx of suspected mood
disorder. Paranoia and generalized anxiety noted from counseling sessions in
medical records from 5+years ago. Unstable.________________________________

Medical Hx and Med’s:

No known illnesses or allergies. No known
medications________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

______________________________________________
______________________________________________

Description of Social Network:

Solitary. One coworker friend seen mostly
1x/wk outside working world, Phoebe Deimos.
Occ: Staff writer. Mother, Joy, found
living in Alden, NY. Occ: Café owner.
Father, Aaron,  location unknown. Rumored
to live in a fortified compound in NY’s
Southern Tier. One sister, Rose, living in
Buffalo, NY. Occ: Occupational Therapist.
Largely disbanded network of old friends in
Buffalo, NY, unable to make contact.

Reason for Investigation:
Knowledge of classified information; publicly outspoken anti-Paradox opinions; useful

for purposes of Emissionaries project 88._______________________________________________
Notes:

see attached Documents (1-52)___________________________________________________________
Received By:__JJ_______________Further Action? (y/n):_____YES_______________ 3579901747889
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Document 1: Transcribed from the TASCAN DR-05X handheld digital recorder of P. Fermi.
Retrieved May 4, 2020.
42°31'48.0"N 76°34'01.7"W.
July 6, 2018. 4:44 p.m.

“The Jupiter Club projects with visceral menace hundreds of feet above surrounding
buildings from the grounds of the historic Garden Block neighborhood below. In the summer
months, the sunset aligns perfectly with the building’s thorax, blocking the sun’s corona
completely from any potential onlooker east of the club, as to create a seraphic radiance about
the building from the hours of 7:00 p.m. EST to 9:00 p.m. EST that sinks inferiorly down its
spinal column through the duration of these majestic evening hours. Around 9:30 p.m. EST, our
great star recedes below the soles of the club’s feet, to return again the next morning and begin
its path across the great expanse of visible sky, its mission to grace the Jupiter Club once again.

Crafted of hand-baked bricks nearly two centuries ago, the architectural influence bent on
replicating eighteenth-century french villae implies great wealth and the appearance of decadent
taste and style. Even its windows seem to sit at 70° angles, as if to condescend on pedestrians
themselves as well, almost audibly laughing at the poverty-stricken neighborhoods to the east.

In the parking lot, a valet who is told not to address clients hunches kyphotically over a
rusting podium, glaring at a copy of Dostoevsky’s classic reflection on free will, “Notes from
Underground,” but I do not address it. He takes the keys to my 2009 Civic with a smile that
seems to understand the great joke, the sentiment that the vain trappings of accumulating these
mass amounts of wealth leave their beholder more and more empty.

My arrival at the club today is purely obligatory, a lunch meeting with Ithaca Post
editor-in-chief Ruth Zenger to discuss potential employment at the Post. I discovered through
records that happen to be public knowledge (if you look hard enough) that Zenger is a
shareholder in a massive multi-billion dollar corporation, Paradox Cosmetics, a company that has
a long history of environmental disaster globally, but has also seemed to recently adopt some
semblance of environmentally-ethical responsibility; we’ll see. Zenger has enjoyed my freelance
work for the past year and is interested in bringing me on as a staff writer, and while I don’t have
much faith in the prospect of a long term career in journalism following the turn of the millenium
and the internet advent of pseudo news and celebrity news, I suppose I have ulterior motives,
questions I’d like answered, a pass to investigate the suspicious events of our world that prevent
me from sleeping most nights.

The first foramen into the club is sequestered by a pair of massive battened oak doors.
Two beams in an “X” shape support its perimeter, each medially engraved with an image of
Jupiter complete with great red spot and four moons circumnavigating; if I remember correctly
these largest moons of Jupiter are Europa, Ganymede, Io, and Callisto, some of which
astrobiologists currently suppose could harbor microbiotic life. Pressing on the great red spot on
Jupiter raises the driver pins in the tumbler, unlocking the door, and I begin navigating the tunnel
to the lobby. A mustached man with visible Seborrheic Eczema flaking on to the manubrium of a
stark black polyester tie offers to take my coat, and I notice a sort of nervous tick the man
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exhibits, pulling air through his nose to vibrate the soft palate, creating a faint, frog-like sound.
I’m too distracted by this to catch his name, but gladly surrender my jacket in the 88° heat.

The seborrheic desk man leads me up a set of marble stairs and through a long corridor.
Baroque, or at least baroque-resembling paintings line the walls, a thick amber carpet below. We
arrive at a room referred to as the “Vulcan Room,” and I peer through the wall-length window on
the room’s eastern wall. Roman frescos of Mediterranean sunrise adorn the wall both above and
below the window, with supinated forearms resting just superiorly to the window’s uppermost
edge, fingertips aligned with the window’s upper corners. I see Zenger at the corner table
drinking what appears to be whiskey of a name I would not recognize.”

----------------------------------------------------------------
6:06pm

“After much laughter and deliberation, Zenger has hired me, pleading that I continue to
write with as much vigor as I’ve done in my freelance career and offers suggestions against
burnout, something that seems to happen to staff writers often. As a gesture toward keeping my
cortisol levels below medical danger, she’s offered me her spare Jupiter Club key card, which
would allow me to use the gymnasium, spa, and recreational floor here at Jupiter. While I have
no intention of visiting this visceral display of decadence and vanity much again, let alone for
“fun,” I smile appreciatively and thank Zenger for the job.

I write, “Great read, try Sartre,” on my valet ticket paired with my last five dollar bill as I
observe my 2009 Civic drift around a coned-off parking spot filled by a 2018 Bentley
Continental, the sight of which elicits an audible chuckle.”
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Document 2: Retrieved from a journal labeled “In Dreams II” from the current residence of P.
Fermi: 42°28'02.6"N 76°29'53.4"W on March 6, 2020.
July 6, 2018. 8:08 a.m.

“SOLD”
Stillness of a salt-soaked morning; sun hasn’t quite figured it out yet. Maroon molasses

pours down the horizon from quiescent cumulonimbus clumps of copper-colored coprolite. The
mountains shrug, each indifferent to another twelve hours of being conquered. “When will I be
there?” Wrinkled roll of butcher paper scenery moves more rapidly, all of the earth blurring in
tattered flaps of a denim canvas, ready to be painted with drooling madonnas by hungry,
toothless politicians. My body gains speed.

“There’s a hill in these mountains!” Onlookers rotate gradually, arms at sides in
anatomical position, palms facing forward. I am running running running like a pile of freshly
fallen leaves. My lips return to tar. In search of shelter I burst through the door with uncertainty
and posture. “Theeee Edelweiss? Motel?” Woman with clouded glass eye at the desk says yes I
can take your money, pours a glass of Kentucky straight bourbon. Straight from Kentucky, she
smiles. “You’re lying.” Right you are.

I am rushed on the backs of a million hellbenders, waddling in mucus and pond-water
tea. The ‘benders screech in delight at a wise old toad. Thunderous rumbles drum down
pre-nation train tracks, built on the backs and dreams of several thousand gnomes. Rumbles purr,
shifting gears every thirteen seconds, round round round the bend.

“There. It. Is.”
‘Benders are out, single file down a snake hole dug by curious moles, but never mind

that. “There it is; there it is, there it is there it is.” Tires wail unmercifully in an ornery cloud of
decomposing vapor. Brakes grind with undeserving sparks to an iridescent halt. A fishing line
pulls me slowly forward, guided around every hole and boulder. Not quite floating, feet still on
the ground. “Gliding.” Sharp pain in the left shoulder, radiates down the arm. Get on the ground.
“What?” GET ON THE MOTHERFUCKING GROUND. Motionless. Frozen. Nauseous.
Confused. Cold sting of cylindrical metal on the neck, C3 or C4? “This is a forty-five.” Pockets
empty, rotting body sweaty, I count to six hundred twenty-three. On six-hundred thirteen my
limbs no longer move, bound in knots of nema- and trematoda.  My container vibrates: it’s
moving forward...

The lid of the trunk jumps off the vehicle. Massive slugs blindfold me with gently used
maxi pads and duct tape. Broken, hopeless, defeated, shoved into a ring. Bidders make their
offers. A distraught bald man with chewed fingernails extends his 6’4” stature to raise a handful
of double cheeseburger vouchers for the owners of shopping mall kiosks. SOLD!

The 6’4” stature walks many hallways, eventually taking my hand. My intestines churn
audibly. We walk through twisting catacombs. Grass is burned by a hooded figure while another
hood asks may we be seated. All we have to do is drive the bus to here! Plenty of water, plenty of
sun. Bring food along! Roaring applause reverberates through the catacomb with shimmering
harmonics and gorgeous overtones. A groundhog is slain, its malleable skin stretched taut over a
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40-gallon steel drum. Fur-clothed dancers beat the skin with ulnae from various mammalian
species forming an irresistible rhythm originally composed by enlightened Dogons. A chalice of
rocket fuel circles through the crowd, each guest huffing twice or thrice. Three is free but four
puts ya on the floor! Gold tooth catches light from an oil burning lamp labeled “narwhal.” The
room takes flight.
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Document 3: Transcribed from Ithaca Post Newsroom NestCam 1080p Video and Audio
Surveillance System. Retrieved on April 6, 2020.
42°26'24.2"N 76°29'56.2"W.
August 5, 2019. 11:11 a.m.

129-34-0967 (“Phoebe Deimos”): I just don’t understand why you take such bullshit assignments
from her, Fermi.

129-30-8888 (“P. Fermi”): Playing the long game, I suppose. I’m still relatively new here, and
unless I cover these felonies and obituaries now, Zenger may not trust me enough to do some real
investigative work later. Until then, I’m just a number.

-0967: Always with the “long game.” Isn’t “living in the now” more practical? Creating
opportunities for yourself in the present? Actively controlling your own destiny today? You can’t
possibly pretend to know what will happen in your future timeline.

-8888: You can’t possibly pretend to think you have any control over “your own destiny”…

-0967: How do you mean?

-8888: Well, I mean every thought, action, deed, emotion is just a reaction between neurons and
neurotransmitters, right?

-0967: I suppose…

-8888: So then, your genetic code dictates the way those neurons operate? Right? Like DNA has
it all coded in a complex language that we’re still unable to fully grasp. The proteins it creates
affect your body’s cells in various ways according to the code. This causes different neurons
associated with other particular neurons to interact, which tells you anything from “abduct left
arm and rotate forearm at the elbow laterally on the z-axis to gesticulate while describing this
motion using sounds produced by flexing your tongue in specific movements while exhaling
with pressure on the vocal cords” to “go apply for this job at the Ithaca Post as something lies
ahead that will put you in a position you need to be in.”

-0967: A really roundabout way of explaining, but I think I get your point. Although, “need to be
in…” Seems a bit of a… religious… way of thinking. How could anyone “need” to be at a
certain place at a certain time? Are you suggesting some sort of predetermined order to things?

-8888: Not necessarily. More that… More that biology follows a certain code, like a computer
code. It’s programmed. Each person’s entire life is laid out for them from the very moment of
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like, organogenesis, maybe even fertilization. How they will respond to any given situation is
there from the beginning, encoded on their DNA. I’m sure in time we’ll have it mapped out, like
a psychologist could look at your code and tell you you feel this way because of “x” trauma and
“y” situation happening at “z” time, and according to your code, you will act on solution “1,”
providing the most happiness in this circumstance.

-0967: Sounds a bit dystopian, inhuman, really. How can you even define “the most happiness?”
Further still, in theory, wouldn’t people just choose to not follow the code? You know, to prove
that they can? That they really have a say in the matter?

-8888: That would be part of the code! Disobeying the code encoded in that very code.

-0967: I don’t know, I’ve always assumed fate was more like… a GPS. The computer has a set
route for you to travel in, but perhaps you know that 18th street is being repaved so you take
Plymouth ave instead. Eventually you arrive at your Mass or meditation or yoga class or
whatever pseudo-spiritual thing Fermi attends, but the GPS has rerouted each time you deviated
from its original course.

-8888: I have no religious affiliation, thank you. But okay, I get that; however, you can just keep
zooming out and saying that the algorithm running the GPS knew you would deviate at that point
and already had rerouted before the reroute appeared on the screen, after you’ve made the turn
on to Plymouth.

-0967: ...And you could say that that algorithm was programmed by a human being.

-8888: ...Operating on their own programmed genetic code. Look, I just mean this code is
everywhere; it’s almost as if everything runs on some numeric program.

-0967: And we’ve arrived again at the simulation theory. LSD binges in the early 2000s did not
fare well for you, Fermi. You may have been one trip away from complete Hallucinogen
Persisting Perception Disorder, like totally and righteously fried my brothers and sisters.

-8888: I should’ve never mentioned that; it was definitely never that serious. Anyway, that HPPD
thing describes the same thing some cultures refer to as an “awakening.”

-0967: Oh god... This again? Ingesting pieces of drug-soaked, smiley-faced paper and working
your entire life toward profound spiritual experiences are not the same, like, at all.

-8888: I’m not saying I believe it, I’m just saying some people-
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-0967: I guess if we really want to come to terms with all of this, maybe it’s just more beneficial
to remember that we’re just a species made of different arrangements of carbon atoms hurling
through the vast expanse of a relatively empty, growing vacuum on a mudball that happens to
contain conditions favorable enough to harbor life and allow some of that life to grow an
electrically-charged organ big enough to not only become conscious of itself, but grasp the very
idea that it floats through the aforementioned vacuum on the aforementioned mudball, existing
billions of years less than everything around it, and therefore knowing next-to-nothing about it.
A few hundred years ago, we thought the only thing in the universe was our mudball. Hell, some
people still do! Given that we know absolutely nothing, nor ever will, maybe all we can do is
fixate our own lens of perception on this universe we navigate in four dimensions, whatever that
lens may be, and use whatever semblance of choice we have to choose options that improve the
world around us.

-8888: Fair enough, but for some that lens is one of discovery. I want to know everything I can.

-0967: That’s fine for some, but not everyone. And it doesn’t add any extra level of meaning to
life, if that’s what it is you’re looking for. In the end the only meaning of life is death. Quite
literally, at that.

-8888: Still one step better when death has meaning...

129-54-6660 (“Ruth Zenger”): Fermi, I need this story written by the end of the week. All of the
details are here. Jefferies is a good friend of mine and practically owns the paper, so we need him
to look good.

-0967: Ahh, you can’t beat unbiased journalistic integrity.

-6660: If you learn anything working for the news in this millennium, it had better be that such a
thing has never existed, my dear.
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Document 4:
https://ithacapost.com/2019/8/8/local-billionaire-pledges

Ithaca Post

Local Billionaire Pledges to Donate $1 Million in Sales Revenues to Climate Research
Foundation

P. Fermi, staff writer

August 8, 2019

Owner and CEO of Paradox Cosmetics, Jacob Jefferies, has pledged today to donate $1 Million
in 2020 sales revenues to fund climate change research. This grant would supply the
Emissionaries Foundation with new instruments, new hires, and new software to investigate
solutions to climate change, a threat growing ever more iminent to the human race as a whole.
Furthermore, he will hold a fundraising gala this Saturday at the Jupiter Club, the city’s “finest
private club.”

“Carbon emissions have reached an all time high this decade,” said Jefferies in a press release,
“and we are beginning to see the effects globally. Scientists no longer debate the validity of this
change occurring; they are in one-hundred percent agreement that we are actively and efficiently
altering the conditions in which we live. We at Paradox Cosmetics strive wherever we can to
reduce our own emissions and inspire other companies to do the same. While this donation
in-itself will help the brilliant folks over at Emissionaries, we hope with more urgency that it sets
a precedent, an example that large corporations like ours hold the most responsibility in this
cultural tipping point. I am pleading that other companies follow suit.”

Jefferies touches here on a concerning issue. Large corporations and companies have infamously
committed the greatest of environmental atrocities, from leading in harmful carbon emissions, to
massive spills and environmental disasters.

Just this last year, one of the largest spills to date went underpublicized when a Chilean dam
holding back waste products from a diamond mine owned by multinational security company,
Arcturus, buckled and gave out, causing a wave of waste-infused mud to slide down the
mountain toward a village below in some gracefully horrifying manner. According to a 2018
paper by Frances Gaia published in the Journal of Environmental Disaster,1 this dam burst due to
neglecting staff evading yearly inspections of the dam’s structural integrity. An avalanche of
nuclear mud swept through the nearby Chilean village and wreaked absolute havoc on the
residents of the town. Homes leveled, churches submerged, vehicles turned upside down,

https://ithacapost.com/2018/9/13/nuclear-reactor-explodes
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vegetation starved.  Four residents unable to escape the path of toxic sediment suffocated under
its sheer weight and viscosity; many children began to exhibit signs and symptoms of acute
respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), pneumonia, and, in some extreme cases, pneumothorax.
Arcturus CEO Carl Montague, coincidentally a local Jupiter Club Member, repeatedly asserted
the innocence of the company and staff, insisting that “while this horrible accident brings us all
great sadness, a malfunction like this can happen anywhere. It was an unavoidable, tragic stroke
of poor luck, and we apologize dearly to the victims and their families.” This incident remains
under investigation to date by the International Panel on Environmental Disaster.

Sadly, the Arcturus dam disaster serves only as a microcosm, a snapshot of what other large
companies carelessly contribute to environmental disease, and this seems to be Jefferies’ thought
process in his donation and speech. Sea levels are rising, and while the ice caps melting
classically have threatened arctic species, the few inches of rise in sea level due to glacial
melting has already completely submerged villages in the Marshall Islands of the Pacific. No
longer will “save the polar bears” accurately represent the motive for environmental action, as
human beings already feel the effects of climate change tangibly.

Perhaps the most prevalent cause of climate change is the “greenhouse effect.”

For those unfamiliar, to explain in complete oversimplification, water vapor traps heat in the
form of sunlight, and the increased heat in the atmosphere causes more water to evaporate,
creating a cycle that resembles what occurs in a greenhouse. Extra carbon molecules in the air,
like the ones emitted from the burning of fossil fuels also trap this sunlight, and, with enough of
these, the carbon molecules form something resembling a fractured sheet of glass in the sky, a
twinkling, angelic dome over our heads fixed in the atmosphere, trapping heat and baking us all
alive.

While individual efforts to reduce emissions such as biking to work, conserving electricity, and
using electric appliances do affect the amount of emissions the United States produces, largely
the responsibility of this reduction lies in the hands of large corporations like Arcturus and
Paradox Cosmetics. According to Jefferies, it remains the choice of those business entities
“whether they will choose the well being of generations to come or excesses of ephemeral
wealth.”

1. Gaia, F. (2018). Local medical and environmental effects following Arcturus dam
disaster. Journal on Environmental Disaster, 34 (1), 32-46. Doi: 341.322/4682
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Document 5:
Environment Magazine
Summer Issue, pp. 24-32

Do individual efforts actually decelerate climate change? A look into big business and private
individual emissions.

Carol Bonson, Melanie Thanes, Nicholas Trous, and Martin Stillwater

November 11, 2018

Abstract:
In this study we designed a model representing basic greenhouse gas (GhG) emissions (CO2,
N2O, CH3, H2O), as one fixed variable in a set determined by an expanded and condensed form
of the TM4-SWs model, one that computes various risks contributing to etiologies of various
categories and subcategories of human disease resultant of environmental pollutants. This
variable, ♃, will represent a complete unit of potential for disease, determined by the inverse
relationship of emissions: human health. In our calculations, 0-10♃ would pose little risk to
human health, 10-100♃ moderate risk, and 100+♃ posing extreme risk. While not yet reachable
in conditions on Earth, a hypothetical 1000♃ could mean instant, pandemic death. Utilizing this
model and variable, we then investigated several local corporations to determine their ♃ values
and compile a list of the top 10 ♃ corporations in the United States. Our data displayed that the
following corporations comprised the top 10 human and environmental health risks: (1) Paradox
Cosmetics and all subsidiaries, (2) Arcturus, (3) Kuiper Farms United (4) ABSirius
Transportation Development (5) Aeruginosa Microbiotics Laboratories (6) Nile Online (7) BSE
Farms (8) Creutzfeldt Farms (9) Lactobac Dairy Packaging, and (10) Oort Military Industrial
Equipment. Interestingly, the data suggest that perhaps the most harmful category of risk to
human and planetary health is methane-emitting livestock waste as a result of businesses (1), (3),
(7), (8), and (9), among countless others not listed in the top 10. Furthermore, we calculated the
mean ♃ value for an average American based on national averages of fuel, electricity, and water
consumption. Adding the ♃ values, we determined that the 325.7 Million Americans the U.S.
Census reported in 2016 combined emit less GhG and cause less environmental harm and disease
risk potential than these national top 10 corporations. We are recommending alteration of
legislation based on our results, but further research remains necessary to craft a more
compelling case.

Log In or Sign Up at Environment Magazine for full PDF or HTML Text
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Document 6: Transcribed from Ithaca Post Newsroom NestCam 1080p Video and Audio
Surveillance System. Retrieved April 6, 2020.
42°26'24.2"N 76°29'56.2"W.
August 9, 2019. 9:06 a.m.

129-30-8888 (“P. Fermi”): And after all of those exhausting, grossly academic, supra-English
pages of mathematical babbling, do you know what they found to be the leading cause of
emissions, Phoebe? Cow shit. Cow shit.
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Document 7: Transcribed from Ithaca Post Newsroom NestCam 1080p Video and Audio
Surveillance System. Retrieved April 6, 2020.
42°26'24.2"N 76°29'56.2"W.
August 9, 2019. 11:08 a.m.

129-30-8888 (“P. Fermi”): It just makes you wonder what that company is actually doing. I
mean, number one? From this company that’s supposed to be the leader in environmental
consciousness… And donating $1 million plus to Emissionaries? I can’t make sense of it.

129-34-0967 (“Phoebe Deimos”): To be fair, that study was published last year. I’m guessing
data was collected a few years ago at the latest. Maybe Jefferies had some realization; two years
is a lot of time to adjust operations.

-8888: Yeah, but corporately? I don’t know; Paradox is a massive company, I would think two
years would run a bit short. Also, wouldn’t they publicly shout from the hills about the
eco-friendly changes?

-0967: Could be the reason for the high whatever values in that study; big company equals big
pollution? A proportion issue?

-8888: I suppose, but given this whole charade of “Paradox goes green” you would think they’d
figure something out.

-0967: Perhaps the plan unfolds over the next few years. Or, you know, maybe Jefferies is just a
greedy billionaire like all the other greedy billionaires and the plan is growing the brand by
hopping on and exploiting the “save the earth” trend.

-8888: I suppose you’re right. Just seems a little… off.

129-54-6660 (“Ruth Zenger”): Fermi, you’ll be covering the gala at Jupiter tomorrow; Jefferies
loved your article. Need it on my desk Monday morning.

-0967: Well there you go, Woodward. Going to snoop around and crack the big case then?

-8888: Alright, I get it. Probably nothing out of the ordinary. I will certainly have plenty of
questions for Mr. Jefferies, though.

-0967: You think he’ll talk emissions with you at his fundraising gala?
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-8888: Well I have to try right? Can’t let the billionaires get away forever, what with ruining the
planet and hopping in an ABSirius Rocket to colonize Mars without the rest of us.

-0967: Oh Fermi, not everything is a great conspiracy against the have-nots.

-8888: Well, think about it. Who can afford private Space travel? I doubt those ABSirius rockets
fit 7 billion sweaty, babbling proto-corpses. I don’t think it’s some great conspiracy; I just don’t
trust this whole free market capitalism thing anymore, all the money rises to the top in a positive
feedback loop. I can’t remember the name off the top of my head, but someone worked out some
huge economic equation to prove that mathematically.

-0967: Those rockets are just rumors; AB is most likely some military equipment manufacturer.
And not that I want, nor would I ever want to talk politics with you, but do you have any better
ideas than the system we’re operating under now? It’s not perfect, of course, but what economic
or government system is?

-8888: I’m no economist, I’m no political scientist, but I do know that what’s in place now just
isn’t working. Sure, it works for someone like Jefferies, or even us, but what about everyone
else? People are starving, Phoebe. Full-on abdominal-ascites-due-to-insufficient-protein-funds,
edemic-liver-distended-abdomen-bleeding-from-the-gums starving.
Torn-sneakers-with-exposed-and-frost-bitten-small-toe-worn-throughout-the-neptunianly-frozen-
endless-winter starving. People forced to drink lead water while profiteered for
hydrocarbon-based petroleum plastic encased bottled “spring” water extracted from the lake two
blocks from the backyard, passed out on the couch awakening to coarse, discolored dopesick
hydrochloric vomiting resultant of the opioids confided in for release and escape from the
absolute hellscape surrounding starving. Without healthcare. In dilapidated homes. In vacant lots
and acres-of-rolling-urban-prairied neighborhoods they’re eventually evicted from or priced out
of to make way for bug spray-flavored craft beer, hi-tech kombucha breweries, and overcrowded
yoga classes, left to rot alone in a 10 gallon glass aquarium, unfiltered and overrun by muculent
green stratos of bacteriophagic moss while those more “socially and evolutionarily fit” voyeurs
leer through crusted aquatic despair spun by media such as our beloved Ithaca Post and think
“oh, how sad!” and maybe even ejaculate a well-meaning, kind-hearted thought into the
basement ShopVac of the internet but immediately divert to whatever other distraction shoves its
way to their direct consciousness, immediately retroverted from fish tank to “You won’t believe
what weight loss plans these celebrities promoted on late night television! Click to find out!” and
just like that the poor and the destitute and the starving dissolve into the vapid mesosphere of
rapidly depleting attention to be remembered again momentarily at the next great national
tragedy. I just don’t understand how a person like Jefferies can sleep at night. I mean, billions?
Billions? Have you ever thought about how much money a billion dollars really is?
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-0967: Jesus. Understood, and agreed. I suppose I haven’t.

-8888: Would you say that someone could afford a life of luxury on, I don’t know, say, a
$500,000 salary? That’s… about $9,600 a week. $240 an hour. A house more massive than you
could imagine. Hell, as much land as you want. Drive a Bentley and blow cocaine off the
dashboard every morning, you name it.

-0967: Sounds good to me.

-8888: Take that salary, and, without spending so much as a dime, save it for two thousand years.
There’s your billion. Hell, millionaire. Million dollars a year. Same thing. No spending for a
thousand years.

-0967: I--wow. I guess I never thought about the math of it.

-8888: Who does? It’s become so normalized. I can’t wrap my head around it. What degree of
apathy must it take to sit on such superfluous wealth while others suffer? It’s as if you have to be
sociopathic.

-0967: Yeah, but people like Jefferies donate substantially to help hundreds of people and
companies; that’s what’s happening this weekend right?

-8888: Well there’s your proportion again. Massive company means a million in donations is
negligible. Phoebe, do you know how much a one-year membership to the Jupiter costs?

-0967: I’m spit-balling but…$10,000?

-8888: $36,000. Each year. For access to a building. That’s a decent salary for some. Parents
struggling to provide for their children, going without fulfilling their own basic needs and desires
to give their children some semblance of a chance at whatever denotation they prescribe to
“success.”

-0967: I’m not saying I agree with this, but some would justify it in like a Darwinian way.
Evolution; survival of the fittest. It’s almost evolutionarily favorable to tend toward sociopathy.
Lacking any sort of moral compass gives freedom of will to use anyone to further your own
attainments, vainglorious attitudes bringing economic and social achievement to fruition by any
means necessary. These are the people running the world around us. Are they on to something? I
mean if none of this existence means anything but to suffer and then mitigate that suffering
completely at the end of your timeline, who’s to say whether that’s favorable behavior or not?
Clearly it rewarded them, right?
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-8888: I think it’s better to be wronged than to wrong. Guilt is a shitstorm of pain and regret.

-0967: Yeah, but we’re talking no remorse. Complete antisocial. I’m talking about evolution
favoring sociopathy.

-8888: Every molecule in my body hopes that you’re wrong. You would think that the highest
step in evolution is consciousness of it, standing against it. We did this to “gods” and killed them,
slaying that “thou shalt” Nietzschean dragon. Why not evolution? If it’s evolutionarily favorable
to possess no empathy and/or sympathy to the beings outside your periphery, why not fight
evolution? The ability to reason heralds the ability to empathize. The mere fact that we can feel
the effects of our individual actions on other people, bodies, objects means we have to obey that
empathy. As in, how can I take your coffee cup from your hand right now and drink it in one
great, disgusting gulp when I’m fully aware that doing so would elicit such strong caffeine
withdrawals in you for the rest of the day as to pain you greatly and cause a full migraine
complete with aura and psychedelic scintillating scotoma? I don’t, because I’m able to predict
that actions’ effects and judge that it’s better for you to enjoy your coffee than for me to
forcefully apprehend it, creating a more pleasant scenario for both of us, the success of others
providing more opportunity for the success of myself. Then perhaps if I refrain from doing so for
say, a year, your attitude toward myself may even be favorable enough to buy me my own coffee
someday. Mutualism. Most animals don’t seem to really empathize emotionally the way humans
do, I mean so far as we know. What if evolving empathy is a final stage of evolution and your
sociopaths are less evolved and wreaking a lot of havoc on the empathizers at that? I mean like
apocalyptic havoc, when you throw in the state of the climate and wars over oil--I mean my god
where does it end?!

-0967: Fermi, you’re turning all red and jittery again. Are you alright?

-8888: Yeah. Fine. We should talk about something else.

-0967: I do agree with you, by the way. I wish you wouldn’t talk at me like I oppose you.

-8888: Sorry, I get sort of uncontrollably worked up these days. I mean I’ve always experienced
bursts like that, but they’ve occurred more frequently lately I guess. I don’t know. I’ll be right
back.
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Document 8: Transcribed from the TASCAN DR-05X handheld digital recorder of P. Fermi.
Retrieved on May 4, 2020.
42°31'48.0"N 76°34'01.7"W.
August 10, 2019. 5:55 p.m.

“Again I find myself wandering the hallowed bowels of the mighty Jupiter Club, though
this time I crawl along some great stretch of flesh in the manner of a flea; the surrounding faces
begin to blur and mimic a series of goose pimples, each one opening and closing either to
defecate meaningless sentences or inhale various high-glucose food slops. In this sea of flesh I
begin to see my fellow goose pimples as mammals and simply mammals, devoid of all humanity,
with the dead stare of a butcher mid-evisceration. Perhaps the pursuit of capital brings this stare,
an animalistic pursuit of more, more, more.

Seeking more-more-more, I ask the seborrheic desk man I met last year where to find the
booze and am directed “down the hall and to the right.” Gliding down this hall I note more
frescos of Roman mythology. I need to refresh my knowledge of Roman mythology, or learn any,
I guess. I arrive down the hall and to the right, and the estuarial Callisto Lounge door pours
incessantly with salty bodies, each meandering to the bar and exchanging tufts of crisp, paper
cash for drinks adorned with large leaves of mint and/or basil, audibly slurping against the
crystal rim. If you listen closely enough, you can form symphonies with the different pitches of
slurps: man in yellow bow tie hits perfect C, woman with hideous checkered scarf slurps at an F.
Soon you’re drifting along and away down that great river of musical escapism.

The bartender was right, you really can taste the barrel that once housed this bourbon.
The salty chemical smell of human bodies and ethyl alcohol swallows the Callisto lounge’s
formerly cedar-scented air. I recognize some of the human bodies by the way their limbs flop as
they speak, conversations overheard include new home additions and comments on the “dry and
underwhelming” Gala salmon provided by the Jupiter chefs, but most of these conversations
center around other people: “can you believe x-person’s jacket,” or “I didn’t know z-person
could afford a Gala ticket with all that’s going on with his son.” Conversations that vary little
from everyday pedestrian conversations eavesdropped on an everyday sidewalk or an everyday
phone call. You expect the elite to differ from the everyday people, but they vary only in posture
and in that glazed butcher stare. At large, the everyday people won’t exhibit such a stare,
although theirs is similar, but the eyebrows rest either slightly raised or slightly lowered,
depending of course on whether the person has a stronger internal or external locus of control,
rendering either hopelessness or vehemence accordingly. I begin to wonder where Jefferies may
be hiding out in the great Jupiter Club, which of its many rooms or hallways he has made his
green room to wait out his opening speech. From what I’ve heard the walls and floors have
staircases and passageways within, as the servers are not to be seen wandering about the club’s
rooms, another disgusting and archaic way of establishing dominance over the everyday people.
Supposedly, in the club’s early days, servers were given special shoes that produced no sound
when in motion.”
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“Fermi, great to see you. Enjoying the Gala?”
“I suppose, Ms. Zenger. The bourbon’s really what’s kept me.”
“Nothing to be anxious about here, just regular everyday people.”
[loud coughing sound masking accidental laughter]
“Well, I’ve certainly taken many notes. Will Jefferies be speaking soon?”
“I wouldn’t worry too much about it, these events seem to take on a life of their own. He will, of
course.”
“I would hope so. Funny the amount of waste this environmental fundraising gala is producing,
eh?”
“I’d be careful who and what you criticize around here, Ferm. You never know who’s listening.”
“As if I wasn’t paranoid already.”
“I don’t mean you’ve anything to fear, I’m just saying to watch that wit of yours; it could get you
into trouble. These are very important people, after all.”
“Do you really think their lives are more important than ours? What I mean to ask is do you
think any life can hold more value than another?”
“In a world that runs on money, well yes. I mean that’s what it’s for, no?”
“Interesting. I’ll omit my ‘wit’ on that one. I’m going to take a walk around and take some notes;
I’ll talk to you later Ms. Zenger.”
“Ruth.”
“Ruth.”

From my periphery, I watch Ruth amble over to another guest, holding her glass with the
smaller three fingers below the glass, index wrapped loosely around, barely touching it, her
thumb on the rim, the way my father used to hold his glasses after sipping a few postprandially.

Curious to see the rest of the club, I locate the nearest exit on the North side of the
Callisto lounge, and osmose to the hall. I attempt to walk a direction I haven’t seen before, this
one less decorated than others. I feel an incline as I walk, though nothing visible indicates that I
am in fact gaining elevation. Curious to see beyond the curve about 300 feet ahead, I continue
forward, the feeling of inclination increasing. Again no visible sensation to confirm. At the curve
I am met by two hypertrophied men, one with acromegalic facial features, standing identically
with arms extended to the pelvis, left hand gripping right wrist, right wrist makes a fist.

“Recording device? Off. Now.”
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
6:46 pm

Well, terrified as I was in that situation, the acromegalic man simply told me that the IO
room had been closed for tonight’s festivities. No real reason given, but no harm done. Walking
back, I hear applause. Jefferies must have arrived. As I glide briskly back around the curve,
down the undecorated hall and to Callisto, I feel no decline in the floor. Applause continues.
[mic clipping, indiscernible applause]
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Jefferies, dressed completely in white, with a growing vitamin D receptor at the crown of
his head, motions for the crowd to take their seats. I remain standing along the wall with other
press members, acknowledging an old friend from the Buffalo Times with a nod.

“Good evening, and thank you all for coming. Just this year alone, over 6.4 Billion metric
tons of carbon-dioxide equivalent gasses have been emitted into the atmosphere by the U.S.A.
alone. As most of us know, these gases trap heat in our atmosphere like the glass of a
greenhouse, and we already can observe empirically the effects felt by this climate change. To
many, this is nothing new, the same worries we’ve been hearing since the dawn of industry, but
today scientists no longer debate the validity of this fear. This is not speculation anymore, this is
not an argument. All of humanity is in real trouble if we’re unable to turn this around and pollute
less. Now, how do we do that? Well, what seems an easy answer grows ever more complicated
when we really look at where these emissions come from. Generally, about a fourth of emissions
are transportation related, a fourth from electricity, a fourth from industry, and the last fourth
divided into agriculture and commercial and residential uses. Less than an eighth of all emissions
comes from individuals like you or me. Generally, recycling your water bottles and turning the
lights off when not in use will make little difference. So, let’s look at who our greatest emitters
are: shockingly, these are the companies of some of us in attendance tonight. I won’t name
names Carl but this habit of emissions is not sustainable [phony laughter]. We can’t continue this
way of life if we hope for our children to live as long as we have. Now the folks at Emissionaries
are working day in and day out to find solutions to these emissions problems. Of the known
projects they’re developing, one includes a sort of carbon-vacuum that would pull carbon from
the atmosphere and convert it into less harmful gases. Other projects include simply spreading
literature and presenting at high-emitting companies and corporations, sharing the impacts,
statistics, and details, providing tangible and company-specific suggestions of emission-reducing
changes each can make. Paradox Cosmetics has no secrets; in the past we’ve been one of these
companies, carelessly polluting and contributing to climate change, but we have made great
strides toward a more environment-friendly production method, thanks to those very services
provided by Emisionaries. Grateful for their epiphanic knowledge bestowed on us, today we gift
Emissionaries with over one million dollars, thanks to all of you in attendance tonight.
Furthermore, we pledge to donate another million in sales revenue over the course of this year.
While this donation in-itself will help the brilliant folks over at Emissionaries, we hope with
more urgency that it sets a precedent, an example that large corporations like ours hold the most
responsibility in this cultural tipping point. I plead that other companies follow suit. Enjoy the
rest of the party, everyone, you’ve earned it. Thank you.”
[applause]

Jefferies suffuses backward into one of the server doors in the wall following the speech;
perhaps he won’t be taking questions, but I have to try. With his exit, I notice a handful of gala
guests checking their cell phones and sort of making eye contact with one another. It’s possible
I’ve created this situation in my own perception, and those guests could have glared at other
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things entirely. But it seemed simultaneous, like completely in synchronization. The mind
perceives what it wants to.

Wondering how I might find Jefferies for a quick interview, I silently glide back up the
hall of imaginary incline pretending to have those server shoes that produce no sound, turning off
the recorder.

Transcribed from the Easysafe DMT-682 Commercial Security Camera and Listening Device on
August 10, 2019 at 7:19 p.m.
125-08-4356 (“John Daggio”): Did you not understand last time? I.D. Badge only.
129-30-8888 (“P. Fermi”): Yes, I’m very sorry to interrupt you here as you seem so busy, but as I
said last time, I’m a reporter from the Ithaca Post. I need to ask Jefferies some questions
following his speech. For the Post.
-4356: [indiscernible sound, not quite a chuckle, crumpling sound]
-8888: …
-4356: …
-8888: Ah, yes, well one-hundred percent understood. I’ll be leaving now.

Transcribed from the TASCAN DR-05X handheld digital recorder of P. Fermi on August 10,
2019
7:22 p.m.

Well I don’t quite think brandishing such a knife to a reporter was entirely necessary, but
it seems my night here at Jupiter has concluded…

What...
...As I wait for the Club’s valet to return my vehicle, I rotate my head to face east. Idling

on Crowley ave. sits an early 1970s Cadillac limousine. A Fleetwood? Not a vehicle that would
frequent the club. Periwinkle finish, right passenger tire slightly flat, rust along the lower border
of the rear passenger door, hood ornament standing perfectly straight but with plenty of
corrosion. No license plates. Far more perturbing than the car itself are the passengers. The
windows have been tinted and now reflect mostly streetlights and the garden floodlights of
Jupiter, but when squinting in such a way that a tear bubbles in the caruncle of my left eye, I
notice generic pharmacy-sold skeleton-honoring hydrocarbon-based plastic Halloween masks,
the sort that traps the breath’s heat in a sweaty and carbon-dioxide-filled polyurethane
asphyxiation. One seems to motion at me with an unfamiliar gesture, but I turn my head to my
arriving vehicle. As the valet steps out, the Fleetwood glides silently away.


